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I ordered this book the moment it came out, and I've flipped through it a few times while
reading it cover to cover. Outstanding book. Originally I bought this reserve to get some new
"tricks", which I definitely did. Nevertheless, what's most profound though, may be the first 54
web pages transformed how I warm-up, strategy, and prep for my exercises. No joke. I teach
movement for a full time income, and I desire I had this publication, not only for my own "CE",
but to guide others. I was very excited for this book, and I'm not really disappointed.? The
reason for this is that you'll get an chest muscles pulling, upper body pushing, and leg
workout. They feel just like really concrete ways to see how you're doing.Among the aspects
of the reserve that I like is the challenges at the end of every chapter. Next, the "Teaching
Dialogue" Ryan uses to accompany the images, is also, spoken as if he's right there next for
you, with "choice A's" and "option B's" for areas of difficulty.. white margins for plenty of notes
and "thing's-I-need-to-do" spaces for you personally. A must-have for anyone serious in the
sport. These are two of the best parkour coaches in america, and I'm grateful for his or her
work. Best book I have bought in a decade, including all of the self-help stuff because he also
offers morsels of "mindset" stuff in here too (keeps your mind in-the-game while being
frustrated). I've had the reserve for per month thus far, and have spend my Sundays reading
and practicing and not-taking. As an experienced practitioner of Parkour, I bought this book to
get a couple of fresh ideas on how I could improve my lower limb mobility, therefore i could
continue steadily to practice frequently without wrecking my body as time passes. Without it,
I'd be doing my edition of practicing what I could already do, etc. Instead, you find out how to
strengthen your body with techniques that will directly connect with your parkour practice. In
the event that you train or educate Parkour, it's malpractice never to own a copy (hah my
estimation, really.), and when you are "stuck" on something in your regimen, there's probably
something in this publication you WILL NOT discover in a video, that may be the missing link.
My two cents, authentically. By far the very best Parkour strength book out there This is going
to be considered a lengthy review - I am hoping it helps people, because once you learn what
you're expecting, this book will be amazing for you personally. Here's the short version:What
you can expect:1. The most comprehensive list of parkour-specific power exercises around.2.
Descriptions of specific parkour methods (some simple vaults are covered, but that isn't the
concentrate of the book)2.There's a lot more in the book that I haven't protected, but
Personally i think like those are the main sections.What you should not expect:1. Thorough
written descriptions of each exercise accompanied by a couple of pictures3. Pre-made
workout programs (addressed below)So, I've just had this reserve for about a day, and I'm
already in love with it. I've implemented Ryan back since the days of demon drills, and Ben for
a couple of years as well, and both of them are really leaders in the parkour scene.Best book
about Physical Training I've ever read;The first & most important aspect of the book is this: that
is a book about strength training, specifically intended for those thinking about parkour. My
new favorite book I have been practicing parkour today for about 3 months and love it. While
they perform cover several basic vaults, you will not see step-by-stage breakdowns of
parkour techniques in here. In the event that you train bodyweight, get it.For Beginners - In the
event that you follow the tips in this publication, it can save you the frustration of experiencing
preventable injuries, and help you get a clear eyesight of HOW you'll be able to train your
body to be able to move gracefully." That is so well-thought-out. Each workout is given both
easy and incredibly challenging variations, so that you can work on your power wherever you
presently are.The book also has extensive sections on quadrupedal movement, mobility, and
plyometrics, which are essential to the parkour practitioner If you are looking to ready your

body for parkour, this is the book for you personally. (I haven't bought a book where I needed
a highlighter, and a pen, and used both, on practically every single page. As a instructor, who
only recently has begun incorporating parkour motions into Physical Education course, this
book may be the #1 resource I use when developing lesson programs suited for our kids and
our college environment. I must say i had no idea of the DEPTH of each chapters content
material.The book concludes with a debate of programming. As the authors offer some very
useful, though basic, guidelines, they are intentional in not installation of specific plans for
people to follow. Instead, they give readers the tools and ideas to make their own
programming. Since there is a part of me that wants having somebody tell me exactly what to
accomplish, the authors are right in stating that they don't feel comfortable providing specifics
without actually knowing and dealing with the specific. In my mind, that is just good training. It
could have perhaps been good to see a total sample workout to model, but all the details you
need will there be. Well-thought-out dialogue on training for strength in parkour. Each
chapter, for instance, has "Challenges", which type of provide, also as, "milestones", ie "Is it
possible to perform X, Y, and Z. No want, lol, instantly, anyways, because Ryan's written and
structured this publication as if he's under no circumstances fulfilled you, and you simply
showed up with your drinking water bottle, and he's going to take you total the bridges,
hurdles, pitfalls, benchmarks and breakthroughs, that you'd hope and expect to obtain from
learning directly under his guidance. So if that's what you are considering, try looking
somewhere else... So far, my MOBILITY has tripled, and I've a clear set of how this summer's
training goals are going to go. I got so much more than that. Each chapter progresses from
easy to more complex actions and ends with a set of challenges. I would actually rank it in the
same little league as Overcoming Gravity, that is just about the gold regular for body weight
strength and conditioning.The first focus of the book is on thee primary bodyweight exercises:
the pull-up, the dip, and the squat. I think its essential read for you personally.For more
advanced practitioners - if you read diligently, you'll be able to glean away some hidden gems
that may optimize your current regimen. Whether that's jumping farther or more, becoming
better at climb-ups, or learning how to absorb impact from big drops/or jumps better - there's
a great deal of information to assist you make a plan to create it happen.. which is virtually the
gold regular for body weight strength and . But if you are a beginner thinking about learning
how to start parkour, you think you are not fit more than enough, or you want to understand
how you can begin without trying to accomplish roof gaps, I can't recommend this book more
than enough. Best book on subject matter! I will have a step-by-step strategy in line with the
post-chapter Challenges as well! Huge range static and powerful exercises to improve
strength and balance for Parkour. I always used to say, "When I get yourself a chance to go to
Colorado, I'm gonna take a private lesson with Ryan Ford". Not much to say, but excellent
Some quality stuff in this book. A solid fitness foundation for everyone. Such gorgeous care
and attention went into every detail of this book. Every movement has an ultimate sustainable
function at heart. Follow this reserve from begin to finish and you will truly be building you to
ultimately be not really a great athlete but a great one. Ryan has obviously had major success
through coaching the very best Parkour athletes on the planet. This wisdom is actually
imparted on every page and assists the reader become in tune with the power and ability our
bodies possess. It is possible to minimize your accidental injuries and maximize your skills! Life
isn't clear-cut and the authors obtain that. A quick YouTube search of Parkour typically
provides highlights of the 'best parkour movements' for that season. What this reserve does
for an individual is invaluable! EASILY could recommend this reserve to my more youthful self

I would have said: "Stop fighting yourself and browse this book! Brute strength by itself doesn't
cut it, one should be flexible and mobile within their pursuit of fitness of most walks." Thank
you, Ryan and Ben, for placing this priceless resource into the world to greatly help others
learn to train mindfully and holistically. It isn't a book about parkour, specifically. Ok well love
is an understatement because I tend to get enthusiastic about my passions. In order that
means a great deal of YouTube movies, many hours at the gym and finding out just as much
as I can online researching. This publication looked good when I searched for parkour books
but it's really good! I've been reading it almost daily and getting it to the parkour fitness center
and outside to practice all the time. Highly recommended purchase for anyone looking to
begin teaching themselves or for teachers looking to incorporate a fresh form of movement to
their classes. Highly recommend and plan to have a look at Ford's online school ParkourEDU.
Highly suggested purchase for anyone looking to begin training themselves or .. Also, I really
like that the manuscript is certainly written in "manual-layout"; No matter your background,
this book will hone you right into a new perspective and will open opportunities where they
may not need existed before. Which, can be quite intimidating for someone who is just
thinking about starting the practice of Parkour but is usually unsure the place to start. This
publication is the starting point. It covers a variety of topics, ranging from movement
technique, to training principles, progressions for certain essential moves (like the Climb-up)
and delves into programming a sustainable 'workout program' for yourself. They are just brief
sections that provide assessments that you can gauge your progress. The writing is excellent,
the pictures are easy to follow and you will tell Ford knows his stuff. All the books appear as
"pamphlets" next to the work. It is a good publication, clear to see and with explanations and ...
This is a good reserve, clear to see and with explanations and detailed images that means it is
suitable for both those that train parkour and the ones who do not. THE Parkour Strength
Training Book By far one of the best laid-out and thorough weight training books out there and
most definitely the best one for parkour sports athletes. Written with those folks in mind who
might possibly not have quick access to a gym - or not interested in one, this book is usually a
gold mine for newbie, intermediate, and advanced sports athletes.. I highly, highly
recommend it. Ryan Ford was among the first people in the .Being that this book is about
weight training and building an injury free practice, you won't discover any flipping of spinning
tutorials.. Ryan Ford was among the first people on the parkour scene and has been
conducting research regarding weight training for the motion since you (or some of you) were
in diapers.. Ben and Ryan killed it with this publication. literally.
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